“By far one of the most unique films I’ve seen in a long time.”
- Ain’t it Cool News
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“A masterpiece for all time.”
- DC Metro Weekly

“A trip to remember.”

H

- Film Threat

alloween Night in San Francisco’s famous Castro is a time
for celebration and revelry. And that is exactly what three
young friends are in search of but may not necessarily find
in writer-director Gabriel Fleming’s beautifully rendered story of
reunion, desire and regret.
Jasper, Mark and Lily were great high school mates. Now in their
early twenties, they reunite on Halloween for a night of sex, drugs
and good times. But simmering under the surface are pangs of what
could have been – for the handsome, gay Mark and his roommate Lily,
who were once romantically involved; and Mark and his straight and
recently engaged pal Jasper, both of whom still long for each other
after a short-lived, teenaged affair and who have yet to find closure.
Rich in emotion, The Lost Coast tells a breathtaking and poetic
tale of friendship and isolation that resonates long after the final shot.
In only his second film, director Fleming brilliantly captures the nuance of youth and imparts a soulful, meaningful story with artistry,
intelligence and passion.

“Haunting and Moody.”
- Edge New York

special features

Director and Cast Commentary
Deleted Scenes with Director’s Commentary
“The Lost Interview” with Director and Cast
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RUNNING TIME: APPROX. 74 MIN. | 1.77:1 anamorphic widescreen | dolby SURROUND 2.0 stereo
DVD9 | COLOR | USA | ntsc | language: ENGLISH | region: 1 | Not rated
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“THE LOST COAST”starring IAN SCOTT MCGREGOR LUCAS ALIFANO LINDSEY BENNER and CHRIS YULE
casting director fontana butterfield production coordinator jacqui baker location sound ryan baker
editor patrick nelson barnes sound recording mixer joe kalish original score natahn matthew david
director of photography nils kenaston produced, written and directed by gabriel fleming
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